
In the 2013 film “Man of Steel,” many fans expressed their disgust at Superman’s brutal 

killing of General Zod, calling it a major bastardization of his character. Interestingly, this isn’t 

completely out-of-character for our honorable superhero when paired with the comics or even 

the 1980 film Superman II. Unlike most every other reboot in recent memory, Superman has a 

lengthy history that brings with it an enormous amount of baggage. In	screenwriter	David	S.	

Goyer’s	reboot,	Superman’s	emotional	baggage	as	well	as	the	concept	of	fear	are	used	to	

develop	characterization. I will argue how and why fear is misused in regards to Superman, 

and how that fear, more than Superman’s killing of Zod, is a blatant misinterpretation of the 

character that may have permanently altered the Superman mythos. 

Allow me to point out that I am an unabashed fan of the old-school Superman canon, 

which began with a childhood obsession with the classic 1978 film directed by Richard Donner. 

Honestly, it wasn’t for the story’s depth, or for its ability to honor the Superman canon. As a kid, 

I was just amazed at watching a superhero flying around and saving the day. It was simply 

entertaining.  

It wasn’t until the release of the Superman DVD box set in 2006 that I learned of the 

1978 film’s troubling journey to the big screen. It seems so obvious in hindsight, but it never 

dawned on me just how crazy it was that a movie like Superman could have been made in 1978. 

The public’s perception of comics at that time was for all intents and purposes a joke. Comics 

from the late 1940s–1970s exhibited a particular style that, even today, seems to have maintained 

its hold on the public’s perception. Due to limited printing capabilities, as well as the heavily 

oppressive Comics Code Authority, comics in what is now known as the Silver Age were 

dominated by in-your-face action, a seemingly endless supply of superheroes, and bright, iconic 

colors. This sensibility can be easily observed in the 1966 Batman film starring Adam West and 



Burt Ward. This film captured comics at their most goofy stage; its cheese-ball camp maintained 

its hold on the public’s imagination, making it difficult for comics to retain any sense of maturity 

for the next two decades. However, Superman: The Movie opens with Marlon Brando’s Jor-El 

uttering, “This is no fantasy.” It was as if Director Richard Donner knew he had to clear the 

audience’s palette and tell them, “forget what you think you know about comics, I’m going to 

give you something different.” While there are certain aspects of the film that undoubtedly make 

it feel dated, it is one of the earliest examples of a superhero story to be taken seriously. 

Had producers Alexander & Ilya Salkind and Pierre Spengler had their way, 1978s 

Superman may have retread the same path that Batman did a decade earlier. While it is difficult 

to know exactly what their version of Superman would have been, it is telling that after Donner 

was on board as Director, most of Mario Puzo’s screenplay was scrapped and deemed too silly, 

being accused of not taking the canon seriously. Donner’s fight with producers eventually lead to 

him being fired as Director, with only 25% left to film of Superman II. After Donner’s untimely 

firing, the resulting theatrical films clearly illustrate a disconnect. Compare Donner’s unfinished 

cut of Superman II, for instance, with the theatrical version credited with Director Richard 

Lester, and it becomes clear that the producers had something very different in mind. The 

cheese-ball camp somehow made its way back into that remaining 25%. With the follow-ups 

Superman III and IV, and their reputation for being the worst of the lot, it’s no surprise that 

Hollywood laid the franchise to rest for nearly twenty years. 

There were several attempts to revive the franchise in that twenty-year absence. The most 

noble attempt at bringing the character back to the big-screen was with Bryan Singer’s 2006 film 

Superman Returns. It attempted to follow-up Reeve’s Superman II, ignoring the cartoonish III 

and IV, while making various nods to dialogue and characters from the earlier films and comic 



book canon. But the film played it too safe, failed to inject almost any meaningful action, and 

ended on what should not have been as bland a climax as it was. With this ineffective attempt to 

honor Superman’s previous film incarnations in the rearview, Hollywood decided to take more 

drastic measures. 

Entertainment Weekly recently stated “So much about Superman…feels quaint today. 

Truth, justice, and the American Way were simple ideals for a simpler time.” After the 

resounding success of Christopher Nolan’s Dark Knight trilogy, it is hard to disagree with that 

statement. It is no surprise that producers would attempt to reboot Superman in a similar light. 

Goyer’s and Nolan’s Batman proved to be a unique and creative update that simultaneously 

honored Batman’s core character traits while making the character relevant to the modern era. 

With terrorism at its core, The Dark Knight trilogy’s themes were less dependent on goofy action 

and more on a tangible and relatable world. While I tend to consider Nolan’s Dark Knight 

Trilogy as pretentious at times, they are commendable, courageous, and inspiring in a number of 

respects. 

Goyer’s script for Man of Steel saw him take the iconic superhero in a similar direction. 

Much like his take on Batman, Goyer wrote a Superman character that was more relevant to 

modern audiences. But Superman is an alien, not a vigilante like Batman, so the terrorist-based 

themes were replaced with something more akin to isolation: fear. While this is initially what 

bothered me the most about this interpretation, after another viewing, I began to see that the 

problem was less in Goyer’s screenplay, and more in the way we see ourselves. Fans like myself 

watched this film expecting to see a character that represented the very best in humanity. Though 

he is an alien, that is what Superman is all about. He’s the mythological savior, Nietzche’s uber-

mensch, the American ideal. But Goyer wasn’t writing for the old-school fans. His finger was 



more directly on the cultural zeitgeist. Much like Batman, Goyer wrote a character that reflected 

our own flaws, fears, and internal emotional conflicts. What I failed to acknowledge at first was 

how well Goyer balanced this interpretation with the traditional Superman mythos. 

Goyer’s Superman alters the traditional ideal but on an internal level. Similar to Mark 

Millar’s celebrated graphic novel “Red Son,” in which Superman is raised in communist Russia, 

Superman is not depicted as a shining example of American perfection. It’s that on an emotional 

level, he doesn’t understand what that ideal is. Man of Steel depends on the emotional weight of 

confliction, confusion, and fear. An early scene in the film captures this pre-pubescent horror 

exceptionally well, when a young Clark begins to experience his powers without understanding 

how to control them. His adoptive mother, Martha, comes to his aid, and we later discover that 

she is the one who taught him how to focus and control his abilities. Goyer successfully 

addresses questions that previous film adaptations have skipped over, however, his interpretation 

of Clark’s adoptive father, Jonathan, lends a strong contrast to his mother’s message of 

acceptance and patience. 

After Clark saves an entire school bus full of children from sinking to the bottom of a 

river, the school children bear witness to his super human abilities. When one of the kids tells his 

mother what he saw, they confront Jonathan and Martha. Jonathan seeks out a moping Clark and 

reminds him that he needs to keep his powers a secret. When Clark asks, “What was I supposed 

to do? Let them die?” Jonathan Kent replies, “Maybe.” 

To compare this to the traditional Ma and Pa Kent, in no previous version that I have 

found have the Kents ever proposed to their all-powerful son that he let anyone perish if he can 

help it. In Mark Waid’s Superman: Birthright, there is a disagreement in how Jonathan views his 

adoptive son’s powers, but in no way does he suggest letting people die for the sake of his own 



ego. The question of how Superman uses his powers is also addressed quite effectively in the ‘78 

film. A teenage Clark seems ecstatic that he can use his powers to win a football game, to show 

up the other kids at school who always try to one-up him. This scene is a key moment as our 

hero realizes that his powers are to be used responsibly. This speech’s juxtaposition with 

Jonathan’s heart attack that immediately follows reflects the opposite side of the spectrum, 

exemplifying how powerless Superman is against nature, which is the over-arching theme of the 

entire film. 

I find it ironic that the speech Clark receives in Man of Steel comes across as even more 

heavy-handed. Instead of framing this around a loved one’s death, Goyer frames it around the 

potential deaths of multiple children. Indeed, that is exactly what Goyer wanted to address with 

his version, effectually grounding the tale in a more unforgiving, less fantastical world. Jonathan 

telling Clark, that “maybe” he should let people die isn’t a lesson in goodness so much as it is a 

lesson in fear. In the ’78 film, Jonathan mentions that he and Martha were worried that the 

government would come and take him away, but that wasn’t the focus of the dialogue, nor is it 

the basis for the values instilled in him by his parents. Waid’s Birthright uses this plot device as 

well, but not to impose fear. Similar to the 78 film, it is used to instill trust and confidence. 

The other contradiction comes in the portrayal of Jonathan’s death. In the ‘78 film, 

Jonathan succumbs to a heart attack, a health issue that is beyond Superman’s ability to control. 

That he is both aware of his powers, and simultaneously helpless is the primary conflict of the 

film, and is reflected in the emotional, and often misunderstood finale when he goes back in time 

to save Lois Lane from imminent death. In Man of Steel, Jonathan’s death is handled quite 

differently, but similarly affects the finale. The whole family, plus family dog, is out for a drive, 

and Jonathan and Superman are fighting about him wanting to reveal his powers. A tornado 



touches down and forces all drivers to seek refuge under a bridge. But the dog is accidentally left 

behind. As a reaction to their recent dispute, Jonathan acts the hero and urges Superman to stay 

with the rest of the crowd while he rescues the dog. In the chaos, a car tossed by the tornado 

injures Jonathan. The dog gets away, but a crippled Jonathan remains behind. Clark clearly sees 

an opportunity to save his father from certain death, but Jonathan, aware of his intentions, waves 

him off. 

Anyone familiar with Superman’s character knows this is problematic. The tornado is 

indeed a natural event, not unlike a heart attack, but while his father is in impending danger, it is 

not fully out of Superman’s control. Superman is intelligent and resourceful enough to find or at 

least attempt a resolution, no matter the cost. Those who have defended Superman’s lack of 

action in this scene fail to grasp the underlying problem of Jonathan’s paternal influence. When 

it comes to this scene in Man of Steel, Superman is not helpless so much as he is neutered, and 

it’s all thanks to Jonathan’s lack of confidence in his adoptive son’s abilities. Conflicted and 

oppressed by his father’s fear, there is logic to Superman’s decision not to act that is reflected 

throughout the remainder of the film. In fact, Goyer is effectively forcing flaws on Superman, 

and is using Jonathan’s paranoia as a source. However, in Man of Steel, the resulting finale isn’t 

due to Superman confronting that which he cannot control, but in his inexperience and how his 

heroics affect the public. 

Superman withholds his identity from the world for almost the entire first half of Man of 

Steel, revealing himself to the American army only after the Kryptonian world engine appears 

and General Zod’s threatening message is transmitted to the world. Superman wants to honor his 

father’s wishes of remaining hidden, but he knows that doing so comes at a cost to the entire 

world. In honoring the character, Superman overcomes his fear of revealing himself to the world, 



and in doing so demonstrates a necessary heroic gesture. Except that from this point on, 

Jonathan’s message is overcome by the confidence he’s gained in discovering his true identity. 

Like a sheltered child, he’s finally free to be himself. 

The moment of self-reflection comes much later in the sequel, Batman v. Superman, as 

Superman has a vision of his father in the wilderness. It’s this moment that Jonathan finally lends 

a lesson in understanding the consequences of being heroic. He tells the story of how when he 

was young, they created a wall to prevent the river from overflowing onto the farm. They worked 

through the night, and slept proud of their accomplishment. It wasn’t until the next day they 

discovered that their efforts simply rerouted the water and destroyed a neighboring farm instead. 

With this scene, Goyer closes a plot-point left open in Man of Steel. This scene, 

juxtaposed with the destructive finale of the previous film, could have proven the artful and 

introspective angle that Goyer is known for. It would have used the flashy ending for a more 

meaningful purpose while honoring core traits. Superman wouldn’t have come off so oblivious 

to how he affected the external world. It would have effectively offered a resolution to the theme 

of fear, allowing us to better understand Jonathan’s intentions. Additionally, it would have 

served as a bridge to the theme of powerlessness that permeates the sequel. 

Superman demonstrates repeatedly throughout both films that he intends to rescue people 

from danger. Even during the final battle in Man of Steel, he catches a fallen helicopter pilot and 

asks if he is okay. However, everything after this noble act sees him overlook what should be 

seen as a massacre on city-wide proportions. At first, he and villain Faora engage in a ruthless 

battle that sees them both tossed through buildings, into train engines, causing reckless havoc 

and explosions. It is very clear that asking people to go inside and close their doors, as Superman 

does, is hardly a means of keeping people safe from this conflict.  



Later, after the Kryptonian world engine is halted from terraforming the planet, and 

potentially killing everyone on Earth, General Zod remains left behind and a vicious battle 

ensues. Despite Superman’s empathy towards people earlier in the film, he appears to be 

completely oblivious to the lives lost in the aftermath. While one can easily understand that 

Superman is far too occupied with neutralizing the Kryptonian super villains to keep people safe, 

what I found bothersome, and most damning, is that he never addresses the destruction he is 

helping cause, or the lives lost. Not once does he attempt to deflect Zod away from the heavily 

populated city. Instead, buildings crumble in spectacular Zack Snyder fashion. I would have been 

more forgiving had Superman become aware of the consequences of his actions, but even in the 

final few minutes, Superman simply appears delighted that he saved the planet from destruction. 

Goyer’s adding of emotional baggage takes center stage, but in so doing he overlooks one 

of Superman’s key traits – his resourcefulness. But focusing on internal emotional conflict 

shouldn’t mean being blatantly ignorant of the external world. This, to me, comes across as 

shallow and inconsistent with the character in both tradition and in this same film. The themes 

and set-up present in the first half get effectively buried for the sake of eye-candy that is about as 

brain-dead as a pro-wrestling tournament. The finale doesn’t just bastardize everything 

Superman is about, it effectively illustrates that which worked so well with Goyer’s Batman is 

inappropriate for Superman. 

In contrast, the biggest gripe about Man of Steel is arguably not out-of-character in 

relation to the canon. When Zod threatens an innocent family of bystanders with his heat vision, 

Superman, seeing no other option, breaks his neck. Fans raised holy hell over this scene. Yet, in 

John Byrne’s Superman #22, Superman acts as judge, jury, and executioner when he puts Zod 

and his followers to death for destroying other worlds and threatening ours, promising to never 



stop. Had the internet existed in 1988, this would have assuredly raised just as much of an 

uproar, but there’s an interesting defense for Superman’s actions in the comic, as comic’s writer 

Dan Jurgens explains, “it’s because there are humans in immediate danger.” 

While that quote more directly comments on the events in the comic, it seems even more 

appropriate for the situation faced by Superman in the movie. Even though I have constantly 

referred to Superman’s resourcefulness, one wonders what options Superman would have had 

other than breaking Zod’s neck? Had Zod remained alive, he would have been a constant threat 

to humanity. Strangely, the controversy is more suited for the comics, where Zod and his 

followers have essentially surrendered to Superman after being exposed to gold kryptonite, 

which completely diminished their powers, and therefore their threat. Or even to Superman II, 

where Zod’s powers are also diminished, and he and his followers are tossed into the misty pits 

of the Fortress of Solitude. 

In retrospect, these reboots do prove forgivable in a number of respects. There are 

numerous comparisons and nods to the Donner films as well as comics from all over. I 

appreciate what Goyer was trying to do but feel that he was forcing relatability to achieve results. 

Grant Morrison’s immensely popular All-Star Superman proves that you can make Superman 

conflicted, dark, and emotional without sacrificing the core character traits or his awareness of 

his God-like powers. It proves that Superman can recognize himself as a God and still represent 

the human ideal. As the franchise continues, what concerns me is that Goyer and producers will 

succumb to audience’s desires and expectations instead of setting the standard as Richard 

Donner did with the ‘78 film. The brunt of both film’s aesthetic is due mostly to the producer’s 

desire to recreate the success from Nolan’s Dark Knight Trilogy. Similar to the producer’s 

wishes with the ‘78 film, they aimed to bank on what worked commercially. I must commend 



Goyer for managing to balance the scales as well as he did, but based on Batman v. Superman, it 

definitely feels as though the superficial aspects are outweighing storytelling coherence, and 

characterization. 


